LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB

March 14th 2015

Dr Bruce Bennett

Heartfelt thanks to Mdms Titterington and Pointon for the kind invitation to
their super Show, as always a thoroughly enjoyable event, well attended and
organised. We had flown into Manchester the night before from a skiing
foray and were a little dazed as a result and I thank Fran Harrison for
volunteering to steward and for piloting me through a busy day. This was the
first time we had worked together and not the last I hope.
CHOCOLATE POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
Mrs S Gurney Taylor. TINKERTAYLOR BIZZY LlZZY (SIA b). F. 7.9.14. Girl with a
very lovely even triangular head sporting spaced ears of attractive size and
flare, inclined eyes of oriental shape and good blue. Profile straight, level chin
and bite. Well developed lengthy body, with limbs to match and tapering tail.
Matching mid chocolate points with beautiful totally unshaded ivory body for
striking contrast, close smooth coat texture. Richly deserved the BoB, but the
very tiny, easily reducable umbilical hernia prevented the award.

A. V. S.L.H. MAIDEN ADULT
1. Mrs l Grant. NOVNAROCK LIGHTNING. (NFO f)· F. 29.10.13 Well developed
strong girl, even triangular head, golden eyes set on the oblique, just a little
rounded with wonder, ears of balanced size, set in line. Very good straight
profile, chin has depth, bite meets. Body lengthy and already powerful, tall on
hind limbs, length of tail to balance. Coarse, waterproof outer to her double
layered coat, ruff and knickerbockers developing, dark tortie pattern. 2. Mrs V
Keeping . KLAWNIQUE BAYGAZER NIKITA. (SBI n) F. 15.5.14. Pretty young Seal
Birman girl, with an oval face, maximum diameter horizontal, tapering to a
neat chin on which ears of medium size are well spaced, almost round eyes of
mid blue. Profile dips to a muzzle of good depth that shows a tiny rise and then
a slope down to the nose leather, aligned chin, level bite. Mid sized body,

strong limbs, rounded paws, tail matches. Coat texture just a little harsh on the
body, gentle facial ruff evident, seal points contrast to the body that show a
little shading, gloves meander a little up the back with a wisp of run on the left,
left gauntlet a little longer than right.
3. Mrs T HASSETT SPIRITDANCERS
TUMBLERAG. (RAG n 03) M. 1.6.14 Young Seal Bicolour Ragdoll gentleman
A.V. S.L.H. DEBUTANTE KITTEN
1. Mrs M Higab NOYNAROCK JOENGEL (NFO es 21) F. 28.9.14 Cream Silver
Tabby Norwegian. Lovely young lady with an even sided triangular face, ears
of mid size, furnished and set up to follow the lines of the face. Excellent
straight profile, chin curves a little, bite level. Length of body, tall on limbs,
length of tail to match. Double coat of good texture, with some lady like
waterproofing to the outer layer, ruff and knickerbockers and flowing bushy
tail. Soft blurry cream with very faint tabby features, not a lot of silver
undercoat on the body but this is a cream, clear white on the softly curled
tummy 2. Mrs S Powney WITCHFYRE KRASNI KIRILL. (SIB d 21) M. 10.9.14.
Red Tabby Siberian. Very reserved young man already showing good type
with a broad short head cheekbones already arching widely toward the outer
edge of the ears and set quite low, gentle contours linking them to the
rounded muzzle that already shows breadth. Spaced eyes, large ovals, coppery
gold shade with a timid expression, ears medium sized, set apart on the head.
Profile curves gently from the high forehead to a muzzle of mid length, deep
rounded chin, level bite. Body firm with substance to it, tense and compact,
strong limbs and large rounded paws to match, tail reaching to shoulder
blades. Juvenile coat shows softness on tummy with guard hair layer forming
the slightly coarser topcoat on the sides and back, some ‘spring’ evident but
more to come. Ruff just beginning to develop. Soft red tabby pattern. Needs
to develop more confidence. 3. Mrs A Milligan WESTLAKES ULTRAMARINE.
(MCO fs 03 22) F. 30.11.14. Black Silver Tortie Tabby and White Maine Coon.
AV SLH LIMIT KITTEN.
1. Mrs A Milligan WESTLAKES SWEET TEMPTATION. (MCO e 03 22) F. 24.8.14.
Cream Classic and White Maine Coon. Girl with a strongly proportioned head,
length to breadth, muzzle squarely outlined beneath the cheekbones, tapering
ears, held up with the slightest flare to them furnished and tufted, eyes
rounded and set just on the oblique. Body well developed, rectangular in
outline, powerful limbs, round tufty paws, tail lengthy. Super full double coat
with flow from shoulders and spine line, ruff and breeches there, in a lovely

soft classic cream pattern with white extremities and undercarriage. 2. Mrs J
Canlin GROOVICATS IVANHOE. (RAG n 03) M. 22.7.14. Seal BicolourRagdoll.
Strong youth with a broad head, nice flat plane between ears that tilt, outline
rounded, might be just a little more spaced, eyes large ovals, set on the
oblique, excellent depth of blue. Profile shows a gentle dip to a mid length
muzzle, chin slopes away a little, bite meets. Short neck, lengthy body with
substance and broad chest, tail of length. Strength to the limbs excellent
tufting to rounded paws. Coat of mid length and soft texture, Attractive soft
reds to the points, attractive facial white and white correctly disributed on fore
and hind limbs where it reaches to the upper thighs, and all along the
underparts. 3 Mrs A Mott. JANDOUGLEN DREAMOFISLA. (SBI f) F. 24/7/14.
Seal Tortie.. X3 Mr & Mrs D Brown DALTEEMA CAIRNGORM. (SBI e) MN.
Cream Birman
AV SLH DEBUTANTE KITTEN.
1.Ms K Hope REDSKY MARTHA MUFFIN. (SBI h 21) F. 19.7.14. Such a wriggler.
Chocolate Tortie Tabby Birman with striking pattern and very lovely blue eyes
of plump almond shape. Broad head with ears of mid size, could be spaced a
little more for preference. Powerful mobile body, matching limbs and tail. Soft
textured coat. Points broken, colour rather unusual for chocolate, ear tips at
present have a bluish tinge to the brown, more typical elsewhere, contrasting
body. Gloves rather irregular posteriorly but the two sides similar, gauntlets
ditto. 2. Mrs A Murray NOYNAROCK WINTER VALENTINE. (NFO n 23) M.
18.11.14. Appealing brown tabby baby, good triangle to her head, tiny kitten
pinch, otherwise even, ears of size following head lines. Profile straight, muzzle
has commendable depth, bite meets. Neat body, matching limbs and tail.
Attractive brown mackerel tabby baby coat, outer layer just appearing. 3. Miss
H Dunn & Mrs B Evans ELMCOON WINTER SOLSTICE. (MCO fs 03 22) F. Silver
Tortie Classic Tabby & White Maine Coon x3 Miss J Spence BLUDIAMONDS
MALEFICENT. (RAG n) F. 22.9.14. Nice young Seal Colourpoint Ragdoll person.
AV SLH MAIDEN NEUTER
1. Mr P & Mrs M Luby MIAMORIO GUARDIAN ANGEL ((RAG n ) FN. 26.7.07.
Seal Colourpoint Ragdoll. Slightly frisky lady who definitely didn’t like her tail
touched. Good strong broad head, rounded contours beneath flat plane
between ears of mid size, left one chewed a little at its rounded tip; must have
been obstreperous with one of her own. Large spaced eyes with depth to the
blue. Broad cheeks. Profile shows a dip from brow to straight muzzle slightly

sharp at its tip in profile though rounded in outline full face, chin lines up, and
has reasonable depth, incisors level. Body lengthy and strong, substantial
limbs, balanced length of tail. Good coat for length and texture apart from tail
that could be a little more fully furnished. Seal points, good body contrast. 2.
Ms S Lewis ANGLEZARKE WOOD SORRELL. (MCO n 22) MN. 22.3.14. Brown
Classic Tabby Maine Coon. Boy with a well proportioned head, just needing a
bit more substance but he has time. Eyes of good size and shape, set just
oblique. Furnished ears tapering and set up. Excellent length and strength to
his rectangular body, limbs of length and substance, rounded tufty paws.
Double coat of nice texture shows excellent classic tabby patterning, even the
lower back beginning to break up. 3. Mrs K Hope REDSKY HARVEY MOON. (SBI
a) MN. 1.5.14. Cross Blue Pointed Birman youth. X3 Mrs H Porter
NOYNAROCK MELISSA (NFO n) FN. 10.6.14. Black Norwegian girl.
AC ORIENTAL DEBUTANTE ADULT.
1. Mrs S Devlin ATHELSTAN HEAVENSCENT (OSH ns 03) F. Silver Shaded
Oriental Bicolour. 27.4.14. Elegant young lady with a triangular wedge head,
even lines to it, good green tone to her eyes of oriental shape, slightly full; ears
flare in line with the head. Excellent smooth, just convex profile, chin
marginally shallow but lined up, bite level. Elegant, lengthy body with limbs
and tail to match. Coat close and smooth, attractive silver shading, correct
distribution of white that is present in just sufficient quantity.
AC ORIENTAL SELF KITTEN.
1. Mrs J Atkinson LITTLEWILLOW LASTINGLEGACY (OSH a) M. 24.9.14. Well
developed oriental blue youth of good type. Broad top to his wedge that shows
a tiny pinch. Large ears spaced on the wedge, show elegant flare. Oriental
shape and incline to his eyes, muddy green at present. Elegant length of body,
long slender limbs and tail. Svelte close coat, sound even mid blue, hint of
ghost barring at present. 2. Mr & Mrs P & G Masters ENIGMATIC
TANGERINEDREAM (OSH d) MN 21.8.14. Attractive lad with a good even sided
wedge head, ears showing pleasing alignment, green oriental eyes inclined
well. Profile smooth and just convex, muzzle has reasonable depth, chin lines
up, incisors meet. Body, limbs and tail in balance without quite the length and
elegance of the winner. Close smooth coat, bright red with prominent tabby
pattern coming through. 3 Mrs J Bauerfeind MICHANT MUSTOPHA (SIA w 67)
8.8.14 Dainty and sweet white girl. X3 Mrs S Osborn KINDAPOSH
CINNDELICIOUS. (OSH o) M. 5.8.14 .

AC ORIENTAL NON SELF KITTEN.
1. Mr & Mrs Cassar-Simmonds FIORDILISO EX KWIZZIT (OSH f) F. 29.9.14.
Oriental Tortie. Very well balanced lady for type. Even wedge, oriental eyes of
muddy green, large ears well set and flared. Excellent straight profile, aligned
chin, bite at the moment just a smidge under. Elegant body and limbs, lengthy
tail. Excellent smooth short coat, well tortied, warm background colour with a
hint of chocolate, occasional white hair.
AC ORIENTAL TITLED NEUTER.
1. Mr & Mrs P & G Masters PR ENIGMATIC HES SOVAIN. (OSH n) MN. 5.3.14.
Rather well named and a bit stroppy. Lovely overall type, excellent head, an
even triangle. With large well flared ears, green oriental eyes, good profile, bite
not seen. Slender lengthy body with matching limbs and tail. Excellent close
black coat.
AC SIAMESE BREEDERS ADULT.
1. Mrs S Calloway CH SIAMAZING SERENDIPITY (SIA n 21) F. 11.7.13 Lady of
very good type. Even wedge, well flared ears of size, excellent depth of blue to
her oriental eyes. Profile straight, level chin and bite. Slender body, matching
limbs and tail. Seal tabby points, tail could show slightly more generous
ringing. Body shows shading but sufficient contrast. 2. Mrs J Moore COSITA
DARCEY BUSSELL (SIA a 21) F. 1.2.14 Blue Tabby Point lady of very good type
with a strong, medium, even wedge head, medium large ears set in line, very
good blue eyes of oriental shape and incline, straight profile, chin slopes away
a little, bite meets. Sturdy body, limbs and tail to match. Coat of good texture,
smooth lying and fairly short. Slaty blue tabby points, with good tail ringing,
good contrast to the cool pale body. X2 Mrs M Key KALOKE KATMANDU (SIA
n) M. 9.3.14. Timid girl, rather slender, good type, triangular head, ears of size,
set well, blue oriental eyes. Arching profile, muzzle could be deeper, chin lines
up, bite level. Dainty, slender body, balancing limbs and tail. Dense seal points,
body rather shaded.
AC SIAMESE ADULT NOT BRED BY EXHIBITOR.
1. Mrs K BROCK. UK & OB IMP GR CH KARAMUSHI TUTI FRUITY (SIA m 21) F.
4.8.07. Gorgeous girl about whom I have rhapsodised in the past. Head of
superb strength for a girl, an even triangle to it, ears beautifully spaced and
flared in line, wonderful deep blue oriental eyes inclined and with a benign

expression. Excellent profile and very deep strong muzzle. Mature body,
balanced limbs and tail. Close lying coat, seal tabby points showing good
breaks that could show more warmth though there is some on the ears and
tail, retains good contrast. Went on to win Best Overall Pedigree Exhibit.
Congratulations. 2. Mrs N PALMER GR CH DRESTOTHRIL DEBUSSIE (SIA n) M.
14.3.09. Looks better and better. Strong typy triangular head, ears of size, and
becoming flare, good blue oriental eyes, patrician profile, level chin and bite.
Big strong body, lengthy limbs and tail. Coat condition good extensive dark
mask retaining a pale forehead patch, good creamy contrast on his flaks, body
shaded over the spine. 3. Mrs S Gurney Taylor. BELROO MISS TEEQ. (SIA p) F.
26.8.13 Fawn point of good type.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE VISITORS KITTEN
1. Miss L Wroe COSITA SUSHI LATANYA (SIA a 21) F. 22.9.14 Dainty and well
balanced little lady. Even triangle to her head, excellent depth of blue to her
oriental eyes, flared ears. Even profile, level chin and bite. Dainty body, neat
limbs and tail. Blue tabby points with good tail ringing and clear body contrast.
2. Mrs S Osborne ISHIBEE MOCHA CHINO (SIA h) F. 8.9.14. Lady of sound type,
triangular head, ears might be just a little more spaced for preference, good
oriental blue eyes, arched profile, level chin and bite. Neat body with
proportionate limbs and tail. Baby coat shows very pale breaks to her
chocolate points, clear body for contrast.
SEAL/BLUE/CHOC/LILAC SIAMESE/BALINESE NEUTER
1. Mrs E Robinson. PR BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING. (SIA n) MN. 2.6.13. Lad
of good type. Excellent triangular head, complemented by well flared ears,
bright blue to his eyes of oriental shape and incline. Straight profile, chin has
depth and lines up well, bite meets. Lithe body, matching limbs and tail,
Matched seal points to his smooth lying coat, little irregular pale patch (not
white) over his right jawline, body shady but contrast evident. 2. Mrs S Webb
PR TENAJ MERLIN. (SIA a) MN. 25.5.13. Handsome fine boned blue pointed
chap. Good head type, well flared ears, blue eyes just slightly small, but
oriental in shape and good blue. Straight profile, level bite. Elegant body,
balanced limbs and tail. Lovely soft blue points, good contrast to the pale cool
body. 3. Miss K Maguire PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS. (SIA n) FN. 29.3.13.
Seal Pointed lady.
CINNAMON/CARAMEL/FAWN/APRICOT SIAMESE/BALINESE NEUTER

1. Ms S Kay VONTEEZ AGENT DYNAMITE (OLH em 33 v) MN. 26.10.13.
Apricot Pointed Oriental Long Haired variant. Showing very nice balance
overall though language left a little to be desired. Typical dull apricot points.

AV SLH NEUTER.
1. Miss J Osborn UK & IMP GR PR LINGCOMB ENDYMION. (SBI n) MN.
27.4.01. Gorgeous Seal Pointed Birman, wonderful head type, depth of blue to
his eyes and retaining all his teeth in a level bite. Excellent large strong body
balancing limbs and length of tail. Splendid seal pointed coat of soft texture
showing very good body contrast. All this at the age of fourteen!!! What
presence he has. A real toff; or have I said this before? Even if I have it still
applies. 2. Mrs M Woodcock CH & IMP GR PR BEARDWOOD LEONARDO DA
VINCI. (MCO n 03 22 ) MN. 28.2.09. Another boy with a lot of presence, calm
and dignified. Excellent head type, super ears with tufts, rounded eyes of size
with a grave and solemn expression. Huge strong body matched by substance
of limbs and lengthy tail. Very good double coat beautifully presented, Brown
tabby and white pattern, rather solid back. 3. Mr & Mrs B & A Benner
NOYNAROCK REGINALD STILL (NFO ns 03) MN. 6.7.13. Smoke and White
Forest boy.
AV SLH NEUTER.
1. Mrs S Burgess UK & OG IMP GR PR KASSARO CISCOKID (MCO n 03 22) MN.
14.5.09. Huge lad of wonderful type whom I have eulogised before. It is all still
there in spades. Congratulations on the Best Semi Longhair award; well
deserved. 2 Mr J Hobson PR NOYNAROCK SHERMAN. (NFO n 09 22) MN.
6.4.14. Brown tabby and White Forest. Huge magnificent fellow. Lovely head
type, triangular in outline, ears set just so, oval inclined eyes with an arrogant
look. Splendid straight profile. Huge body, matching limbs and tail. Magnificent
double coat, with ruffing and knickerbocking splendid clear tabby and white.
X2 Mrs S Snowcroft DIZZYPAWS MUSTARD (RAG n 04) MN 4.4.10. Splendid
Mitted Ragdoll gent. 3. Mrs S Lawson PR OLTOMAINE LITTLE BOY BLUE (MCO
a 22) MN 8.5.09. Huge Maine Coon fellow. X3 Mrs H Porter NOYNAROCK
ASLAN (NFO es 22) MN. 29.10.13. Cream Silver Classic Forest..

